ABSTRACT. We consider the system of linear partial differential equations eAzlu.. + Blu ■+ Cu = f where A'1, B1 are symmetric mxm matrices and -C is a sufficiently large positive definite matrix. We prove that under suitable conditions ||u -u| , < cv/e||/|| , where u is the solution of a suitable boundary value problem for the system B u ■ + Cu = /.
Introduction.
This paper is concerned with the linear differential operator Using local coordinates in each U., we define (cf.
[8])
All terms which are bounded by c||«|| 1 + K||/|L will be denoted by H , where c denotes any constant independent of e, y and K is any constant independent of e. Our aim is to show that (3.2) k < H.
Let U, U be the neighborhoods where the maximum in (3.1) is achieved. We start by showing that (||« || 2) <ck+H. Let £ be a nonnegative function in C°°(l) such that (i)£= 1 in U, (ii) £ is independent of y in U'n\0< -y < d\, (iii) £ = 0 outside (7 , and (iv) (3-3) ICI < c/¿
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We take the scalar product of (2.4) with £ zz to obtain where p is a small constant.
We have used here the estimate y||«|| < ||/|| and integration by parts. Now let Uj, U. be any two neighborhoods such that í/¿ Of/ /= 0. Next, let (x , « • «, xn~ ') and (£,••*, f*~ ) be local tangential cootdinates in U'. and U'.
respectively. If P is any point in (7; rï (/. then = nfr/(P)^ + /w^) <# ft ¿y ** where /(P) is the Jacobian matrix at P. We can choose d sufficiently small so that Jy'(P) is small. Thus, for any p > 0, d is chosen so small that (3.6)
Next we define U* = U' O (u -f/). Then, using (3.6), we find that for p, u' sufficiently small |/2| -KB1«, t2uy)\ < p\\£uy\\2 + a'(Kuy\\U )2 + c<pk. J2 may be estimated as in (3.5).
Next, we estimate /., I/,! = V2c\((A^2)yu., u.)\ <ck + H + pWCu/')2.
Next, to estimate / , we use (3.3) and get l/3l < PK%¥ + Uc(p)/d2 + p')((\\uy\\U )2 + c(p)K + //). Regarding the left-hand side of (3.4) we have (3.9) e(AUyy, C2uy) > V2e(ACuy, ¿«^ -<(c\\tuy\\2 + H)
where the first term on the right-hand side is nonnegative. Now, since B is positive definite in &2 we have, upon using (3.4), (3.5), (3.8), and (3.9), (3.10) (11^)2 <(u' + u + e/dHWuX")2 + CK+H.
We can replace U by any U. in (3.10); hence, summing over ;, we get (H"/2)2 < (P + P + f/¿)c(||«y||*2)2 + ck + H. Now, if ft, p , e are sufficiently small (¡i, ¡t independent of e) we get (3.11) (||«y||*2)2 < CK + H.
We shall proceed to show that (3.12) y/c<c(!|z2y||*2)2 + /7.
Then, using (3.11) and (3.12) we get k < H, if y is sufficiently large (independent of e); the assertion of the lemma follows. Keeping the same notations, consider (L£ZZ, (¿2«y)y>=</, (¿2«y)y). WC h( 3.13) -(CÇur ÇUj) > 2yK.
Integration by parts and the nonnegativity of -{Lu, u) disposes of terms con- /j is estimated by (3.13), while J2 = xA(BlZ,u., Çu.)+ <B'£t/.., ¿^.a.). The first n u t/" 2 summand is estimated by (3.13) and the second by ck + (flu || ) . Hence, using (3.13), we get (3.12). Proof. Let U. be a local coordinate neighborhood of a point in £j as above.
Proceeding as in the proof of the previous lemma we get the estimates (3-10), (3.11), (3.13), (3.14). Next, we estimate /j, /, = -<«*«¿v Cuyj) = -m&bt C*,\ * HWfrjt *,) Proof. Set ÎL -lx £ 5H| dist(x, S¿) < d/2] (i = 1,2). Notice that Jlf C %.
(j = 1, 2). We define Q = I-3ll1-5n2, tf-S-Jlj-Jlj.
Let £ be a smooth function defined on M such that £ = 1 on Q, £ = 0 outside ß .
In view of Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 it suffices to show that 
